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take no action against or attempt to hold the Engineer liable in any way for carrying out what the Engineer reasonably 

believes to be its public responsibility. Furthermore, the Client agrees the Engineer shall not be held liable in any respect 
for reporting said conditions. Accordingly, the Client agrees, to the fullest extent permitted by law, to indemnify and 

hold harmless the Engineer, its officers, directors, employees and sub-consultants (collectively, Engineer) against all 
damages, liabilities or costs arising out of or in any way connected with the Engineer’s notifying or failing to notify 

appropriate public officials. 

 
15. Accessibility.  It is recognized that the Client has certain obligations under local, state and Federal accessibility laws 

and regulations that could affect the design of the Project. It is further recognized that Federal accessibility laws and 
regulations are not part of, or necessarily compatible with, State or local laws, codes and regulations governing 

construction. Consequently, the Engineer will be unable to make recommendations or professional determinations that 
will ensure compliance with the Federal accessibility laws and regulations, and the Engineer shall, accordingly, not have 

any liability to the Client in connection with the same. The Engineer strongly advises the Client to obtain appropriate 

legal and financial counsel with respect to compliance with the appropriate disability access laws. The Engineer will 
endeavor to design for accessibility by persons with disabilities in conformance with the provisions and references in 

applicable State or local building codes and the technical design requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act 
(ADA) and/or the Fair Housing Act (FHA) in effect as of the date of completion of the design to the extent those 

statutes apply to the Project. The Client will determine the full extent of its obligations under the ADA and Fair Housing 
Act Amendments (FHAA), including whether the ADA and/or the FHAA apply to the Project, the extent that 

modifications are readily achievable under the ADA, and the extent that modifications to improve disability access are 

necessary during an alteration and provide the Engineer with such information. The Client acknowledges that it has 
been advised by the Engineer to retain a consultant (Accessibility Consultant) to review the project plans, specifications, 

and construction for compliance with the Americans with Disability Act, the Fair Housing Act, and other Federal, state, 
and local accessibility laws, rules, codes, ordinances, and regulations (hereinafter referred to as “Accessibility Issues”). 

If Client fails to retain an Accessibility Consultant, the Client agrees to release defend, indemnify and hold harmless the 
Engineer, its officers, directors, employees and subconsultants (collectively, Engineer) from any claim, damages, 

liabilities or costs arising out of or in any way connected with Accessibility Issues.  

 
16. Specification of Materials. The Client understands and agrees that products or building materials that are permissible 

under current building codes and ordinances may, at some future date, be banned or limited in use in the construction 
industry because of presently unknown hazardous and/or defective characteristics. The Engineer is only expected to 

meet current industry standards and may rely on manufacturers’ information and representations. The Client agrees 
that if any product or material specified for this Project by the Engineer shall, at any future date be suspected or 

discovered to be defective or a health or safety hazard, then the Client shall waive all claims as a result thereof against 

the Engineer. The Client further agrees that if the Client directs the Engineer to specify any product or material after the 
Engineer has informed the Client that such product or material may not be suitable or may embody characteristics that 

are suspected of causing or may cause the product or material to be considered a hazardous substance in the future, the 
Client waives all claims as a result thereof against the Engineer, and the Client agrees, to the fullest extent permitted by 

law, to indemnify and hold harmless the Engineer from any damages, liabilities or costs, including reasonable attorneys’ 

fees and defense costs, arising in any way from the specification or use of any products or materials which, at any future 
date, become known or suspected health or safety hazards 

 
17. Opinions or Estimates of Costs. If included in the Services, the Engineer will provide preliminary opinions of probable 

costs of materials, installation, remediation or construction and/or total project costs based on the Engineer’s experience 
on similar projects, which are not intended for Client’s or others’ use in developing firm budgets or financial models, or 

making investment decisions. Client agrees that any opinion of cost is still merely an estimate. 

 
18. Limit of Liability.  The inclusion of this Limitation of Liability provision is a material consideration for the Engineer’s 

willingness to perform the services.  In recognition of the relative risks and benefits of the Project to both the Client and 
the Engineer, the risks have been allocated such that, to the fullest extent permitted by law, Client and Engineer: 

1.) waive against each other, and the other’s employees, owners, partners, officers, directors, shareholders, agents, 
insurers, and sub-consultants, any and all claims for or entitlement to special, incidental, indirect, or consequential 

damages of any nature whatsoever or claims expenses from any cause or causes, including attorney’s fees and costs and 

expert-witness fees and costs arising out of, resulting from, or in any way related to the Project; and 2.) agree that 
Engineer’s total aggregate liability to Client under this Agreement shall be limited to the total amount of 
compensation received by Engineer on this Project or $50,000, whichever is greater. In no event shall the limit exceed 

the insurance amount.  This limitation shall apply to any and all liability regardless of the cause of action or legal theory 
placed or asserted unless otherwise prohibited by law.  Upon Client’s request, Engineer may negotiate an increase to 

this limitation in exchange for an additional agreed consideration for the increased limit.  Client and Engineer agree to 
limit liability to the other in the following respects to the fullest extent permitted by law:  Neither party will have liability 

to the other for any specials, indirect or consequential, incidental, exemplary, or penal losses or damages including, but 

not limited to, loss of use, loss of profit, loss of business, loss of income, loss of reputation, unavailability of the other 


